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Sound Quality
If you are listening via your computer speakers, please note that the quality
of your sound will vary depending on the speed and quality of your internet
connection.
If the sound quality is not satisfactory, you may listen via the phone: dial
1-877-447-0294 and enter your Conference ID and PIN when prompted.
Otherwise, please send us a chat or e-mail sound@straffordpub.com immediately
so we can address the problem.
If you dialed in and have any difficulties during the call, press *0 for assistance.
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To maximize your screen, press the ‘Full Screen’ symbol located on the bottom
right of the slides. To exit full screen, press the Esc button.
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Affirmation/Evaluation after the webinar.
A link to the Attendance Affirmation/Evaluation will be in the thank you email
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For additional information about continuing education, call us at 1-800-926-7926
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Click on the link to the PDF of the slides for today’s program, which is located
to the right of the slides, just above the Q&A box.
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The PDF will open a separate tab/window. Print the slides by clicking on the
printer icon.
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Webinar Overview
• AI Product Development and Inbound Licensing – Sam Jo
• Commercial Licensing of AI – Heiko Burow
• Questions - feel free to ask throughout

Goal: Understanding AI from a product development and licensee perspective.
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Conceptual Depiction

Robotics

AI

ML
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AI = simulation of human
intelligence in machines.
Machine Learning = subset of
AI involving a system that
learns from data without rulesbased programming.

Machine Learning vs. Traditional Software
Key Distinctions
•

Traditional software requires hand-coding with specific instructions to
complete a task.

•

An ML system learns to recognize patterns and make predictions
using large amounts of data.

Spam Example:
•

Old way: “if the email contains the word ‘Viagra,’ then…”

•

New way: ML system learns from training data to identify if it is
spam.
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How are ML Models Developed?

Identify Features
(e.g., subject,
country, time sent)

Learner Algorithm

Parameters
(distilled learnings)

Data Input
(e.g., email data
features as training
data)
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Prediction
Is the email spam?

Machine
Model

Output – Truth
Emails marked
as spam

Risks of ML Development/Licensing
•

Not all problems are ML problems (i.e., ML is not always the
right solution).

•

Bad parameters, incorrect learnings, data bias.

•

Development of ML models is usually an iterative process.

•

The outcome/performance of a new ML model generally
cannot be accurately predicted before it is built.

•

Some ML development efforts fail.

• Recommendation: Start with a proof of concept.
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Licensing Considerations
• Algorithms vs. Models vs. “AI Software” vs. Output Data
•

Defining the license scope – configurations, modifications, retraining, etc.

•

Define the computing environment – who, what, where.

•

Output can be data (e.g., outcome – true or false), but also training
parameters.

•

Address rights to learnings/algorithmic and parameter optimizations,
output, etc.

• Understand “Licenses” (and “Ownership”) vis-à-vis IP Laws
•

What do you technically need a license to? Are “use rights” sufficient?

•

Alternatives – covenant not to sue, acknowledgement of lack of IP rights,
etc.

• Consider International Differences
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Ownership – of what?
• ML Algorithms
•

Model drift and retraining, modification, trained vs. untrained algorithms.

•

Understand what is proprietary to the licensor.

• ML Models
•

Almost invariably remain with licensors.

•

But … understand what the “AI model” is to understand what it is you’re
addressing.

• Data and Other Output
•

Output Examples – weightings, classifiers, taxonomies, ontologies,
configurations.

•

Ownership of derivative works of output.
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Economic Models + Considerations
• Vendors are looking for a long term revenue model.
•

Model drift and retraining

•

Model Modification

• Beware the “free” proof of concept.
•

Consider benefits to vendor and impact on licensee

•

Be cognizant of a vendor’ rights to learnings/algorithmic optimizations,
output, etc.

• Carefully consider entering into “gain sharing” arrangements.
•

Increased scale = increased costs/fees

•

Accounting and administrative tracking efforts can be costly
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Termination/Transition
• Define Key Terms
•

Model components and format, compute environment, documentation, etc.

• Return and Destruction
•

Understand how the AI will be integrated to comply with wind-down.

•

Think through overlap with confidentiality.

• Residuals
•

Residuals clauses and surviving rights.

•

Rights to learnings/algorithmic and parameter optimizations, output, etc.
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Data Ingestion and Licensing
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Criticality of Training Data

• Biased Datasets = Biased
Models
• Bias may be completely
unintentional
• Bias may be introduced by the
data scientist, or inherent in
data
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Licensing Datasets (and Content)
• Online Dataset Ingestion Issues
•

Often governed by some terms (e.g., cc, copyleft/open source licenses).

•

Database countries also offer thin layer of copyright protection for
databases.

•

Scraping vs. crawling - be cautious of fair use arguments.

• Understand the License Scope and Restrictions
•

“Non-commercial” vs. “commercial” use.

•

Consider ownership of and restrictions to model output (e.g., derivative
data).

•

Understand your AI product and how it is to be implemented/launched.

• Ensure Licensor has Sufficient Rights
•

Include appropriate warranties and indemnities.
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Thanks for your time!
Questions?
Sam Jo
Seattle
sjo@perkinscoie.com
206.359.6123
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Commercial Licensing of AI
Heiko E. Burow
heiko.burow@bakermckenzie.com
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Agenda
“This is the voice of world control. I bring
you peace. It may be the peace of plenty
and content or the peace of unburied
death. The choice is yours: Obey me
and live, or disobey and die. … We can
coexist, but only on my terms. You will
say you lose your freedom. Freedom is
an illusion. All you lose is the emotion of
pride. To be dominated by me is not as
bad for humankind as to be dominated
by others of your species. Your choice is
simple.”
Colossus , from “Colossus: The Forbin Project”
(1970, dir. Joseph Sargent)

1 Traditional Software and AI
2 License Grants
3 Services
4 Fee Structure
5 Ownership
6 Warranties
7 Indemnity
8 Liability
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Traditional Software vs. Artificial Intelligence
Traditional Software

Artificial Intelligence

 Known capabilities
 Defined purpose and functions
 Controllable scope

•
•
•
•

→

© 2019 Baker & McKenzie LLP

Known and unknown capabilities
Individualized purpose and functions
Potential for unknown or unpredictable output
Fear of the unknown

Disruption of License Structures
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License Grant
Traditional Software
 Defined scope:
 identified software specifications
 identified intended functionality
 designated interoperability parameters
 Limitations on use controllable through internal and
external means

Artificial Intelligence
 Purposeful flexibility: specifications and intended
functions provide framework for machine learning
 less control over functionality and operations
 self-actualization (self-reflection?)

© 2019 Baker & McKenzie LLP
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Services

Traditional Software

Artificial Intelligence

 Maintenance and support

 Self-improvement and self-maintenance

 Defined service levels

 Less control over service levels

 Updates and enhancements standard or as
added value

 Updates and enhancements as embedded
functionality
 Loss of value proposition of updates and
enhancements

© 2019 Baker & McKenzie LLP
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Fee Structure
Traditional Software





License fee
Licensing model with focus on maintenance and support fees
Linear fee models (e.g., annual maintenance)
Long-term maintenance agreements

Artificial Intelligence





Potentially reduced maintenance and support needs:

loss of updates and enhancements as added value
diminished need for long-term maintenance and support

Non-linear fee models
Alternative service offering: analytics and consulting

© 2019 Baker & McKenzie LLP
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Ownership
Traditional Software
 General reservation of ownership and rights:
 licensed software
 derivative works and improvements
 Possibly ownership of customer-specific customizations

Artificial Intelligence
 Output: not mere data but intellectual property (derivative works
and improvements) based on licensee data input
 Do licensees expect ownership?
 Should licensor want to own the output (risks vs. benefits of
ownership)?
 Split ownership: licensee-specific output vs. generally applicable
output (e.g., self-improvements, further developments) – but how
can they be distinguished?

© 2019 Baker & McKenzie LLP
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Data Privacy
Traditional Software

Artificial Intelligence

 Segregating user data from licensor data
 reduce data privacy exposure
 control over data privacy compliance

 Licensee data driven
 Can AI distinguish between PII and
anonymized data?
 Accidental data leaks or licensor data
contamination
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Warranties
Traditional Software
 Short product warranty
 Broad warranty disclaimer
 No warranty of effectiveness and usefulness

Artificial Intelligence
 Licensees may request extended product warranties:
 warranties of functionality
 warranties of usefulness
 Licensee may seek warranty protection against risks from
use of AI:
 reliance on AI functionality
 warranties against harmful consequences

© 2019 Baker & McKenzie LLP
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AI Regulation
AI Policy Statements


U.S.:
House Resolution on Supporting the Development of Guidelines for Ethical Development of

Artificial Intelligence (H.R. 153, Feb. 27, 2019): balance AI’s potential for “enhance[ing] wellbeing,
foster[ing] economic growth, and improv[ing] care and services” with the interest in “safe,
responsible, and democratic development” of AI

Executive Order on Maintaining American Leadership in Artificial Intelligence (EO No. 13,859, Feb.
11, 2019)
AI in Government Act (H.B. 2575, S.B. 1363): establishing AI Center of Excellence




States:

California: Assembly Concurrent Resolution on the guiding values for
developing AI (ACR-215, Sep. 7, 2018)
U.K.:
HM Government White Paper: Building a Britain Fit for the Future (Cm.

9528, Nov. 2017)
HC Science and Technology Committee: Algorithms in Decision-Making:

Government Response to the Committee’s Fourth Report 2 (HC 1544,
Sep. 2018)
EU:
Declaration: Cooperation on Artificial Intelligence, Apr. 10, 2018

EU Parliament Resolution: Recommendations to the Commission on Civil

Law Rules on Robotics (2015/2103 (INL), Feb. 16, 2017)
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AI Regulation – cont’d.
AI Substantive Regulation


Anti-bias:
Algorithmic Accountability Act of 2019 (H.R. 2231, S. 1108): audit “automated decision systems”

(making, or facilitating human, decisions impacting consumers) for, and correcting bias, by covered
entities (annual revenue of ≥ $50 million, or holding data for $1+ million consumers/consumer
devices, or data brokers)
Algorithmic Accountability Act of New Jersey (A.B. 5430, introduced May 20, 2019)




Facial recognition:

U.S.:
Commercial Facial Recognition Privacy Act of 2019 (S. 847, introduced Mar. 14, 2019):

strengthen consumer protection and transparency

Facial, Analysis, Comparison, and Evaluation (FACE) Protection Act of 2019 (H.R. 4021,
introduced Jul 25, 2019): court order for application of facial recognition technology to state
or federal photo ID or photograph
No Biometric Barriers to Housing Act of 2019 (H.R. 4008, introduced Jul. 25, 2019):

no use of biometric recognition technology in some federally-assisted housing

© 2019 Baker & McKenzie LLP
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AI Regulation – cont’d.
 Facial recognition (cont’d):
 California:
 no use of biometric surveillance system (including facial
recognition) with law enforcement officer camera (A.B. 1215,
Oct. 8, 2019)
 disclosure of facial recognition technology used by business
(A.B. 1281, introduced Feb. 21, 2019)
 Bolstering Online Transparency (BOT) Act (S.B. 1001, Sep.
28, 2018); no use of a bot for online communication with the
intent to mislead the other person about its artificial identity
for commercial or political purposes
 Anti-Eavesdropping Act (A.B. 1395): disclosure of voice
recognition feature before or at smart speakers installation
 Other U.S. law
 State laws
 Municipal ordinances
 Outside U.S. (e.g., GDPR)
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Liability for AI
Claims


Product liability:

design defect

manufacturing defect
failure to warn




Negligence



Fraud and misrepresentation



Discrimination (disparate impact)



Data privacy



Violation of law

Defenses


Assumption of risk



Comparative / contributory negligence

Proof


Evidence of claim elements, including causation



Burden of proof
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Indemnities
Traditional Software
 Narrow infringement indemnity:
 third party claims arising from software as
delivered
 exclusion of combination claims or claims arising
from customizations or failure to update (for
installed software)

Artificial Intelligence
 Risk allocation of unknown or unpredictable output
 Licensees may demand broader indemnities:
 third party infringement claims arising from output
 no or limited exclusions regarding combinations
and customizations
 claims from AI functionality failures, e.g., product
liability indemnity and loss of business

© 2019 Baker & McKenzie LLP
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Liability
Traditional Software


Exclusion of consequential and indirect damages



Limitation of direct damages (liability cap)



Limitation even for potential high liability risk (e.g.,
data loss, corruption, or leaks)

Artificial Intelligence
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Unknown output results = unpredictable risk profile
and higher risk of consequential damages: no
exclusion or limited exclusion of consequential
damages?



No cap or high cap on direct damages?



Exclusion of specific risk areas from exclusion and
limitation of liability
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